
 
 

FAFS Dean’s Office Updates is the monthly newsletter that keeps FAFS faculty, students, staff, and friends 
informed of the latest activities, initiatives, and achievements of the FAFS family. Please share your 
department’s news and your suggestions with fafs_com@aub.edu.lb 
 
 

Experiential learning through community 
engagement 
FAFS is expanding its current offerings to include experiential 
service-learning through community building. Dean Mohtar 
described service learning to senior students as a community-
based approach to learning and explained the ‘global design 
team’ concept as one that provides students with real world 
experiences in which they learn while serving society. Lessons 
include social responsibility, community engagement and 
identification of its needs. The goal is to achieve reciprocity 
between the students and the community as the students 
experience critical thinking and reflect on the lessons learned. 
READ MORE 
 
 

 

Kellogg project: FAFS leads the AUB-GCHERA 
partnership to promote the EARTH University model 
for experiential learning and community 
engagement 
AUB and the Global Confederation of Higher Education 
Associations for Agricultural and Life Sciences (GCHERA) are 
partnering in a project to introduce EARTH University’s Key 
Elements of Success: value-based education, 
experiential/participatory learning, community engagement, 
social entrepreneurship, ethical leadership and decision-
making to three selected universities in Mexico and Haiti. Over 
the coming three years, these elements will be introduced to 
strengthen experiential learning and community engagement 
among the select global institutions of higher learning. AUB 
and GCHERA will coordinate overall project activities to ensure 
successful implementation and fiscal oversight. President 
Khuri will head the Project Board and Dean Mohtar will serve 
as Principal Investigator. The project is funded by a $1.5 M 
grant from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Battle Creek, 
Michigan, USA. READ MORE 
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AUB signs memorandum of understanding with 
Texas A&M University 
A memorandum of understanding (MoU) was signed 
(September 21) between AUB through our faculty (FAFS); 
and Texas A&M University (TAMU) including Texas A&M 
University at Qatar (TAMUQ), a branch campus of TAMU, 
and the Texas A&M Engineering Experiment Station (TEES). 
The purpose of the MoU is to set forth increased 
collaboration, cooperation, and interaction between the 
two institutions, including research agreements under the 
water, food, energy, health (WEFRAH) framework, teaming 
agreements, nondisclosure agreements, visiting scientist 
agreements, and more. READ MORE 
 

 

World Water Council (WWC) Membership  
AUB’s application to join the World Water Council (WWC) was 
recently approved by the WWC Board of Governors. Dean 
Mohtar and Dr. Mutasem Fadel (Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and 
Architecture, AUB) will be representing AUB at the council. 
READ MORE 

 

FAFS Potluck 
During a potluck dinner prepared by FAFS faculty & staff, FAFS celebrated its diversity offering ethnic dishes from 
Lebanon, United States, Poland, Italy, Iran, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia and many more. Click here for more pictures. 
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ENELPAN final conference: AUB and FAFS lead 
integrated energy planning for the region 
FAFS hosted the final conference of the ENEPLAN project 
(Developing Skills in the Field of Integrated Energy Planning in 
Mediterranean Landscapes). The two-day conference 
presented the outcomes from the integrated energy planning 
projects and looked at ways to mainstream those outcomes 
into higher education in Mediterranean countries. The event 
was the culmination of project activities and became a primary 
dissemination tool of ENEPLAN projects that cover areas such 
as curriculum development, university governance, and the 
relationship between the university and the society. READ 
MORE  
 
 

 

Viticulture trip to Taanayel and Chateau Ksara 
On Saturday September 29, Dr. Mirella Aoun’s AGSC 286 (The 
Fruitful Branches: Grapevine & Olive) students, along with Ms. 
Rachel Bahn’s AGBU 236 (New Trends in Agricultural and Food 
Systems) students, visited the Bekaa valley under the theme of 
viticulture, a branch of horticulture dealing with the science of 
grape growing. READ MORE 
 
 

 

The launching of the International Fair Trade Charter 
Fair Trade Lebanon organized and launched the International 
Fair Trade Charter at FAFS on September 25, the day that 
coincides with the third anniversary of the declaration of 
Sustainable Development Goals. The launch of the Charter was 
under “How the Global Fair Trade Movement works to 
transform trade in order to achieve justice, equity and 
sustainability for people and planet”. 
Her Excellency Dr. Inaya Ezzeddine, Lebanese Minister of State 
for Administrative Reforms, launched the event following a 
welcome speech delivered by Dean Mohtar. The event was 
attended by around 115 participants and included three panels 
of discussion: 1) the challenges in Lebanon to achieve justice, 
2) equity and sustainability, and 3) measures to reach the 
Sustainable Development Goals. 
 
 

 

FAFS at the new faculty orientation 
On August 27, 2018, Dean Mohtar presented FAFS at the first opening day of a three-day bi-annual new faculty 
orientation event, organized by the Office of the Provost and the New Faculty Orientation program.  During the 
orientation, Dr. Mohtar introduced three new full-time instructors in the Nutrition and Food Sciences Department: Ms. 
Laura Hjeij, Ms. Darine Hachem (joined late spring 2018) and Mr. Hamza Daroub. 
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Dr. Antonio Abboud (UFRRJ-IA) visits FAFS to establish 
framework for cooperation 
Professor Antonio C. S. Abboud, Instituto de Agronomia 
Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro (UFRRJ-IA), Brazil, 
visited FAFS during the first week of August. As a delegate of 
his university’s president, Dr. Abboud aimed to set the stage 
for a broad cooperative framework between FAFS and UFRRJ-
IA. During his visit, he met with members from AUB upper 
administration and FAFS chairpersons, as well as FAFS 
graduate students from the Department of Agriculture, where 
he exchanged information about practices & techniques 
related to the production of organic tomatoes in Lebanon & 
Brazil. READ MORE 
 
 

 

LDEM Student Summer Workshop 
Students of LDEM 249 course held a three day summer 
workshop at AREC in July 2018, during which they built an 
outdoor gazebo of metal and wood. The design of the gazebo 
was developed during course sessions under the supervision 
of LDEM professors Dreksler and Melhem.  Students had the 
opportunity to live at AREC, learn real-world construction 
solutions, and use various equipment in the yard while building 
the gazebo and completing the project-related tasks. They 
enjoyed a real, hands-on experience in construction design. 
READ MORE 
 

Check out the LDEM Student Summer Workshop video 
here. 
 
 

 

Newly accepted students at FAFS meet with Dean 
Mohtar and student coordinators  
On Monday, August 27, 2018, new graduate and 
undergraduate students accepted for the fall semester 2018-
2019 at FAFS were welcomed by FAFS management and 
faculty members. The students attended a presentation on 
academic advising and the importance of the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). They were then 
divided into groups based on their disciplines and met with 
professors from their respective departments. 

 

Welcome reception for incoming and continuing 
students in the Food Security, RCODE, and Agricultural 
Economics Programs  
The Food Security, Rural Community Development (RCODE), 
and Agricultural Economics programs held a joint welcome 
reception for their new and continuing graduate students. The 
event, held at the FAFS Nour Dajani faculty lounge on 
September 4, offered the opportunity for new and continuing 
students from diverse academic and geographical 
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backgrounds (from the Middle East, Sub-Saharan Africa, and 
North America) to meet with their peers and faculty members 
at the beginning of the fall term. 
 
 

Special coffee break for faculty and staff for the beginning of the semester 
 

     
 

 

FAFS EAB News 
 

 
All FAFS EAB members met on September 27, 2018 where Mr. 
Khaled Sinno (Chairperson) and Mr. Michel Bayoud (Vice 
Chairperson) presented the committee members with the EAB 
strategy.  
The meeting highlighted two main objectives to direct FAFS 
towards further growth. First, to increase outreach activities 
and connections with local, regional, and international 
stakeholders. Second, to emphasize experiential learning and 
entrepreneurial educational experiences in FAFS programs. 
Subcommittees were then formed to work on each of the 
recommended objectives. In addition, an agreement was 
settled to employ additional efforts for undergraduate student 
recruitment. An ad hoc committee was formed by Dean 
Mohtar for this purpose and includes two EAB members, Mr. 
Sinno and Mr. Bayoud. The meeting concluded with a 
nomination and voting for a new member to join FAFS EAB. 
 

 

 

FAFS Faculty Research 
 

 
1. Taxation and harmful alcohol consumption by Dr. Chalak 
2. Iron absorption and obesity by Dr. Obeid 
3. Agrarian Transformations by Dr. Zurayk 

 



Taxation and harmful alcohol consumption by Dr. Ali 
Chalak 
Over the past couple of years, taxes in Lebanon have been 
increasing without proper consideration for their possible 
repercussions on citizens’ livelihoods, not least their 
health. In his latest research, Dr. Ali Chalak, associate 
professor at the Department of Agriculture, has been 
exploring the potential to use taxation as an economic tool 
to reduce the harmful effects of alcohol consumption 
among the youth demographic. He explains that 
agricultural economic tools have been useful for this 
purpose. Indeed agricultural economics is a field that 
explores food and beverage commodity markets among 
other things, and as such is at the core of the wider 
umbrella of what is now increasingly termed ‘applied 
economics’. As such, it has afforded him a practical array 
of tools to research taxation and alcohol taxation. READ 
MORE 
 
 

 
 

Iron absorption and obesity by Dr. Omar Obeid 
Today, the world faces huge health challenges from the 
burdens of obesity, iron deficiency (ID), and iron deficiency 
anemia (IDA). Studies indicate a strong association 
between obesity, inflammation, and low iron absorption. 
The underlying mechanism, which could lead to the 
development of anemia if left unresolved, remains 
unclear.  The type of body fat distribution (central vs. 
peripheral) is known to affect the level of inflammation, 
although the impact of body fat type on iron absorption 
rate has not yet been studied. READ MORE 
 
  

Agrarian Transformations by Dr. Rami Zurayk 
Dr. Rami Zurayk, professor at the Department of Landscape 
Design and Ecosystem Management, FAFS, teamed up with 
Professor Emeritus Martha Mundy (Anthropology, LSE) as 
Principal Investigators (PIs) on a research project that 
explores the relation between secure, long-term access to 
land for farming households, and the capacity of those 
households to contribute to local, regional, and national food 
security. Zurayk and Mundy collaborated with Dr. Saker El 
Nour, post-doctoral researcher (AUB); and Ms. Cynthia 
Gharios, Research Assistant (AUB), in an effort to understand 
the projection of agrarian transformation in time and space. 
The research, funded by the Emirates Foundation for 
Philanthropy and the London School of Economics (LSE), was 
carried out between June 1, 2012 and December 30, 2015. 
READ MORE 
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FAFS Faculty News 
 

 

Dr. Lamis Jomaa invited to become Affiliate 
Assistant Professor at Pennylvania State University 
(PSU) 
Dr. Lamis Jomaa received an invitation to become an 
Affiliate Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Nutritional Sciences, College of Health and Human 
Development at the Pennsylvania State University (PSU), 
USA. The new appointment became effective September 
1, 2018. In her affiliate status, Dr. Jomaa looks forward to 
promoting multiple academic programs and research 
endeavors from FAFS. She will also foster research 
collaboration with colleagues at Penn State and other 
partnering institutions, promote academic exchange and 
internship opportunities for students from AUB and PSU, 
and serve on graduate student committees and research 
projects relevant to her field of interest and expertise. 
READ MORE 
 
 

 

Dr. Martin Keulertz interview: Wars over Water? New 
conflict potential in the Middle East 
Dr. Martin Keulertz, chair of the executive committee of 
the Food Security Program, was interviewed by national 
German broadcaster Deutschlandfunk about 
transboundary water risks in the Nile, Euphrates-Tigris, 
and Indus basins. Dr. Keulertz explained how dams in 
Ethiopia and Turkey pose risks to downstream water users 
in Egypt and Iraq, and the way in which diversified 
economies and adapted technologies can use the WEFRAH 
concept to help mitigate those risks. Click here for the full 
article in German. READ MORE 
 
 

 

 

SAVE THE DATE 

FAFS AREC Harvest Day 
Date: Sunday, October 7, 2018 
Location: AREC 

Stay Tuned! 

Connect with FAFS! 

Follow us on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/aub_fafs 

Like our Facebook page: 
www.facebook.com/aub.fafs 
 
 

SAVE THE DATE 

FAFS Alumni Chapter conference: The FAFS Legacy 
Worldwide 
Date: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 
Time: 8:30 am – 1:30 pm 
Location: Michel & Sherine Bayoud Lecture Hall 

SAVE THE DATE 

FAFS Alumni Chapter Gala Dinner and Honoring 
Ceremony 
Date: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 
Time: 8:00 pm 
Location: Le Bristol Hotel, Golden Hall 
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FAFS Lectures series and Seminars 
 
 

October 4 – WEFRAH presentation to FM | AUB – Dean Rabi Mohtar presented the WEFRAH initiative to the 
Faculty of Medicine (FM) faculty members 

 
 

September 27 – Is Regional Integration in the Nile Basin possible? The water-energy-food nexus in practice 
| FAFS – Dr. Harry Verhoeven, Associate Professor, School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University Qatar READ 
MORE  

 
 

September 25 – Welcome note about FAFS | AREC – Dean Rabi Mohtar delivered a presentation at the 13th 
Lebanon-ICARDA Coordination and Planning Meeting 

 
 

September 24-26 – WEF Nexus in Lebanon: Challenges and Opportunities | Radisson Blu Martinez Hotel, 
Beirut – Dean Rabi Mohtar delivered a presentation at the International Workshop “Water-Energy-Food Nexus 
implementation in the Mashreq” 

 
 

September 17 – The physical, systemic, and thermodynamic approach as base of the hydrostructural 
pedology paradigm: implications of its use in agro-environmental studies | FAFS – Professor Erik Braudeau, 
Honorary Scientist, Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD), France; Adjunct faculty, Department of 
Biological and Agricultural Engineering, Texas A&M University. READ MORE  

 
 

September 10 – WEFRAH presentation to HSON | AUB – Dean Rabi Mohtar presented the WEFRAH initiative to 
the Rafic Hariri School of Nursing (HSON) faculty members 

 
 

September 6 & 7 – Food sovereignty as a social and political framework for change | Bristol Hotel, Beirut – 
Dr. Giuliano Martiniello, Assistant Professor in Rural Community Development (RCODE) program. READ MORE 

 
 

August 29 – WEFRAH presentation to OSB | AUB – Dean Rabi Mohtar presented the WEFRAH initiative to the 
Suliman S. Olayan School of Business (OSB) faculty members 

 
 

To learn more about FAFS events, please visit our website Calendar 
To advertise your upcoming events, please send the event details (title, location, date, brief description, 

picture, and contact name & email) to fafs_com@aub.edu.lb  
 

If you missed the last issue of the FAFS Dean’s Updates, click here. 
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